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National Seal

This is Mephistophelian's national seal because it represents our reality. We are not a perfect 

nation but we do our best to be- We are willing to do whatever is necessary. The symbol means 

psycho, it represents exactly what we can become if we are threatened, we can take out worlds, 

we could take out the whole earth if we so choose. The snakes represent our unity, our 

togetherness, our love for one another, our acceptance of difference, our individuality. This 

symbol is a symbol we hold onto, we respect this symbol, we appreciate this symbol. The blue 

represents the deoxygenated blood in our veins, it represents our icy cold intentions, it also 

represents a vibrancy, and the tears we’ve shed over the many souls we have lost to war, war 

that won us our land. Public safety represents exactly that, we pride ourselves on keeping our 

country safe, we pride ourselves on having the lowest crime rates out of all the countries that 

have ever existed ever. This symbol is also super chill because all the colors work together 

perfectly in Queen Amira Rose’s opinion which in this country is obviously important because 

she’s the Queen of a frickin country. The black in the seal represents a sinister underlay because 

we have a purge and we secretly enjoy our purge because it removes toxicity from our land and 

makes sure that only the strongest of the strongest or the smartest of the smartest are in this 

country. 



Mephistophele's Provincial Flag      

This is the Chinese symbol for “Nirvana”, and the province flag for Mephistopheles because 

compared to all the other provinces Mephistopheles is the best. Mephistopheles is Nirvana, it’s 

utopia, it’s everything you could ever possibly imagine and aspire for. Mephistopheles contains 

all people who deserve anything and everything they wish. Mephistopheles is the fountain of 

youth and everlasting beauty. Mephistopheles is also home of His/Her Majesty and His/Her 

beautiful palace. The beauty of black against white is like Mephistopheles because it stands out 

against all other provinces. The black on white also represents her majesty because her majesty 

Queen Amira Rose is black and white, so are some of her advisors.  Mephistopheles is the 

cleanest, and best maintained province in all of Mephistophelian. This symbol was officially 

chosen because of its accuracy in depicting the intricate beauty of Mephistopheles. The Chinese 

written language is beautiful also in its complicated way. This symbol also secretly depicts our 

rules and regulations as there must be standards to maintain nirvana, to maintain absolute 

perfection and peace. Chinese is a very disciplined and beautiful art form, just as 

Mephistopheles is disciplined and beautiful. Mephistopheles is art; art is Mephistopheles, they 

are one in the same. Mephistopheles is amazing because her Majesty Queen Amira Rose 

designed it herself.



  Desperation's Provincial Flag

This flag represents the province of Desperation. The skull suited with wings represents an 

extraction of poison from the country of Mephistophelian, particularly Desperation. The blue in 

the wings represents purifying holy water that extradited sin from the small province. The 

grayish white that's in the skull represents our souls; which is another symbolism all together, 

our souls flying free from the persistent call of the devil’s advocates whom are represented as 

serpents. The serpents on the other hand can be perceived as a unity because they are 

entwined, and supporting our people by holding up, and balancing the sword the skull is 

balanced on. It also represents desperation’s ability to slay evil. The snakes also represent a 

form of ancient royalty which still runs in the native bloodlines of desperation. This can also be 

perceived as the ancient people of Desperation providing a foundation for their ruthless leader 

to fly them to freedom and abolish everyone and everything that gets in their way which is 

actually how the country got formed because their wonderful leader Queen Amira Rose 

abolished everyone and everything that got in her way to create a safe place with the lowest 

crime rates of all all the countries. Desperation mostly consists of natives, she allows them this 

land to create peace among them and her people. The natives are represented by the serpents 

whom are upholding their ancient bloodline ( the skull) and pleasing their passed ancestors.  

Desperation is desperate to stay alive hence their provinces name.



Mutili's Provincial Flag  

Mutili is the province of protectors, of warriors, of fighters. Mutili is destruction, Mutili is 

atomic, Mutili is dangerous. Mutili is the home of our military and the home of our nuclear 

power plants. The skull in Mutili’s flag represents the destructive forces we have sort of 

contained in Mutili, ( sort of meaning the destructive force is unstable like the element uranium 

which they use in the atomic bombs of which they have a plethora) it also represents the death 

and destruction that can be caused if that force were to be unleashed on our enemies. The 

yellow represents nuclear radiation which runs deep in the citizens of Mutili’s bloodstream 

because a few decades ago one of their nuclear power plants exploded and radiated their land to 

such an extreme that every life form was radiated to dangerous levels. However they adapted 

and  Mutili’s citizens became beasts of nature, they are the strongest of the strong hence why 

there’s a danger warning surrounding the flag.The reddish brown represent the blood they’ve 

shed in the past and their willingness to shed blood again if needed.

 The stars show they represent their country, and the circles at the top represent loyalty. The 

grin represents an authority, and it represents a pride in protecting their country. The skull also 

represents a poison warning because mutili’s land is rich in natural uranium deposits which they 

excavate to create all sorts of weaponry. But on the flip side they’re pretty cool people because 

they dedicate a good heap of uranium for technology and medical advancement.



Shenani's Provincial Flag
This is the provincial flag of Shenani, the flag represents fun and happiness. Fun and happiness are two 
of the most appreciated qualities in Shenani which is also implicit in their name which is close to the 
word shenanigan. The yellow that surrounds the chinese symbol for fun (Hopefully- it’s probably some 
cuss word in reality because people like practical jokes) represents joy, and also the sun and the warmth 

(and joy) it gives. The black of the lettering represents a finality in the saying, it represents the way 
things are and the way things will be. The happy people in the back represent another form of joy and 
happiness, they also represent a unity of the people that seems to be rare in countries now a days. The 
bows on top of on of the happy people represent the gender of that face which is female, and the face 
with the three hairs represents a male. The male and female represent what the province consists of 
gender wise (they don’t believe in other genders, the transexuals tend to hide within this community). 
The smiles obviously represent their happiness towards living in Mephistophelian, because 
mephistophelian is the best country of all countries. They happy people are white because that’s what 
her Majesty Amira Rose decided they would be. The pink in the bow represents a cuteness in some of 
the naivety contained in the province. The girl 
is blonde because it pleases her sun god. The man is pretty much bald because he’s about 30 years old, 
but you wouldn’t be able to tell because he has no wrinkles. The lack of wrinkles on his face represents a 
level of self care that we pride ourselves on but in regards to our country and provinces rather than skin 
care.



Actrovius' Provincial Flag
This is the provincial flag of Actrovius. In this flag the chick depicts a common underestimate that people 
have towards the people of Actrovius. The people of Actrovius learned to embrace their assumed status 
and use it to their advantage in many ways. The people of Actrovius also just really like chicken (which is 

how they received their name because it’s atrocious how much they like chicken) and use it in many of 
their dishes including but not limited to; chicken marsala, fried chicken, grilled chicken, poached chicken, 
chicken shit ( which consists of broccoli, cream of mushroom soup, cheese, and chicken. It was named 
after the look of the dish ) and many other chicken based dishes. The orange stands for a fire that burns 
deep within the hearts of every citizen in the province of Actrovius. The pale yellow stands for a joy that 
grows everyday that Actrovius stands, it’s also there because the native tribes of Actrovius just really 
like and appreciate the color yellow as they believe it appeases their sun god. 

    The symbols surrounding the chicken are Femalius, Malius, Zexiou, Parenthia, and Pi. Femalius 
represents females and all of their beauty, Malius represents males and their preordained strength, 
Zexiou represents faults and that everyone makes them, Pi represents eternity by the sun god, and 
Parenthia represents relationships and parenthood. All of these symbols are a basic binding for the 
many natives whom live in this land, which is why we have respected their culture and included their 
culture in our flag. The unity of these symbols is meant to be beautiful and meaningful, together they 
create the laws of the land according to the natives.



Catastroph's Provincial Flag

This is Catastroph’s provincial flag. Bears are native to Catastroph, they are overpopulating the 

fertile land of Catastroph. Like bears Catastroph can flip in a second if they feel threatened, they 

can cause chaos to their enemies. The black represents a darkness, and the white represents a 

light within that darkness. The red represents a bloodshed caused by a vicious approach. The 

bears like the citizens of catastroph, will strike if approached violently or even if looked at 

wrong. Catastroph has had terror reigned on them like bears have had terror reigned on them 

by poachers and people overtaking their homes. In Catastroph bears and humans live in unity, 

the bears taught the native people of Catastroph’s ancestors how to fish- which is why they are 

a protected species. The smirk represents a self-pride the people of catastroph naturally have 

from birth, they represent their province well and always hold their heads up high.

    Catastrophs people are very prideful like bears, their whole culture is based around bears, 

they have stories about bears, they love bears, they worship bears, they can’t get enough of 

bears. It’s rumored that at one point the people of Catastroph tamed bears and walked among 

them, then released them back to the wild after the god bear found it a disgrace that bears and 

people should mix. 



My Provincial Lines
Mephistopheles has the big island because the people in the Queendom 

feel they harbor the palace and don’t wish for their cleanliness to be 

ruined by the common folk. Mephistopheles also owns a small island near 

the bottom of Mutili for top secret reasons. Mutili is the large portion on 

the western coastline, they have claimed that land as they are the first 

line of defense if another country dares to attack. They also share land 

rights with Mephistopheles in regards to the Nuclear Power Plant (which 

is it’s own little island for obvious reasons).  Shenani covers most of the 

southern border as their obnoxiously happy ways serve as a second 

defense for the country.  Actrovius  sits near the bottom of the map 

between Mutili and Catastroph because that area is abundant in wild 

chickens and those people love chickens. Catastroph choose the land 

between Actrovius and Shenani because the area is heavily forested and 

highly populated with bears which they enjoy observing. Desperation 

was assigned to the natives as Mephistophelian wanted to keep them 

decently happy and maintain their support thus they received their own 

assortment of islands big and small.


